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Abstract

  This report presents performance results and analysis of a Dynamic synchronous
Transfer Mode (DTM) Access Node, a new high-speed network structure based on Time
Division Multiplexing (TDM).  Several different configuration models have been
simulated.  The performance analysis consider utilization, delay and blocking.

   Resource management uses tokens to guarantee conflict free access to time-slots.  The
DTM access node model includes three different slot management schemes.  The first is
permanent slot allocation which distributes all slots to all users equally and slots will not
be transferred among users.   The second is an asymmetrical scheme based on a central
slot management that has a central slot pool which dynamically arranges slots upon the
request of users.  The last is a symmetric scheme based on a distributed slot manager
where all users are sharing the slot pool.

   Traffic  generators for the simulation are generating traffic with exponential idle period
distribution and Markov Modulated Poisson Process idle period.  The active period is
assumed to have constant duration and uniform distribution.  Results show that under
high traffic load, the performance measures delay and blocking probability can increase
dramatically.
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1.  Introduction

As the need for higher bandwidth from the users of traditional communication
applications and new multimedia applications, high speed networks running at gigabits
per second will be the main information carriers in the future.  With these various
applications, an integrated services network needs to be deployed.  The goals for such a
network are scalability to global size and maximum sharing of expensive network
resources to minimize cost.

   The two major types of network are connection oriented circuit-switched networks used
for telephony, and a connectionless packet-switched networks exemplified by the
Internet.  When a circuit-switched network is used for data communication, circuits need
to remain open between bursts of information, wasting network capacity.  This problem
arise because circuit management operations are slow compared to the dynamic and rapid
variations in user demand.  Another source of overhead in circuit-switched networks is
the limitation of requiring symmetrical duplex channels, which introduces 100%
overhead when information flow is unidirectional.  This constraint also makes multicast
circuits inefficient and difficult to implement.  A connectionless packet-switched
network, on the other hand, lacks resource reservation and must add header information
to each message before transmission.  Furthermore, latency in a connectionless packet-
switched network cannot be accurately predicted and packets may even be lost due to
buffer overflow or corrupted headers.  The latter two factors make real-time service
difficult to support.

   To address the problems mentioned above, the communication industry is focusing on
development of Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM).  ATM networks are connection-
oriented and establish a logical channel, but use small fixed-sized packets called cells for
information transfer.  The packet-switched nature of ATM means that the network needs
to have new mechanisms such as buffer resource managers and link scheduler to establish
real-time guarantees for a connection.

   Another solution for providing real-time guarantees based on a circuit-switched
network is a new shared-medium control protocol: Dynamic synchronous Transfer Mode
(DTM).  DTM is a network protocol for high speed networking based on channels with
dynamic resource allocation.  The DTM protocol has inherent support for real time
communication due to isolation between the channels and its synchronous operation.  The
protocol is designed to be used in integrated services networks and has support for
unicast, multicast and distribution communication.

   The aim of this report is to study the performance of a DTM access node in the areas
where traditional circuit-switched network falls short: dynamic bandwidth allocation,
channel establishment delay, and as shared media networks.  Principles for resource
management are presented and evaluated.
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2. DTM - Dynamic Synchronous Transfer Mode

Dynamic synchronous Transfer Mode (DTM), is a broadband network architecture that
combines the advantages of circuit switching and packet switching.  It is based on fast
circuit switching augmented with dynamic reallocation of resources, support for
multicast, and short access delay.  Circuit switching requires channel to be established
prior to the data transferring phase.  Network resources for a communication channel are
allocated from sender to receiver.  Therefore, data can be transmitted without any
additional control information.  This is a major difference in comparison with packet
switching network which data is divided into packets  with a packet header containing
control information which can be processed by network elements between the sender and
the receiver.

   In DTM, data and control information are separated.  Therefore, it is not necessary to
process the data flow since protocol processing is performed during channel set-up phase.
The protocol processing load does not increase with increased transmission rate in the
same way as in a packet switching network.  This may be an important objective for a
high performance network where link capacity tends to increase faster than the processing
capability and memory required in packets switches.

   DTM uses synchronous switching and resource reservation for its communication
channels.  Thus, a DTM channel provides constant delay and guaranteed bandwidth,
which means that it is well suited for real-time traffic.  Real-time applications such as
audio and video are likely to generate a large portion of the traffic in future integrated
high speed networks and they require timely delivery of information.  In addition, the
resource reservation provides communication channels that are isolated from each other.
Therefore, a user attempting to override the capacity of a channel does not affect other
users’ channels.  Furthermore, additional mechanisms for policing and congestion control
are unnecessary under DTM.

   DTM is designed for a unidirectional medium where the capacity of this medium is
shared by all connected users. The basic topology of a DTM network (Fig. 1) is a bus
with two unidirectional optical fibers connecting all nodes.  Several busses with different
speeds may be connected together to form an arbitrary multistage network.  The primary
communication abstraction in DTM is a unidirectional, multi-rate and multicast channel.
DTM can be implemented on several different topologies.  Nodes can be attached to one
or several dual buses.

                                                            Node 0     Node 1 …. Node N-1

            Slot Generator
                                                                                                                            Slot Generator

Figure 1. A DTM Network
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3. Slots Management

   Since DTM dynamically allocates slots according to traffic demands, access to data
slots changes over time. Access to slots is controlled by slot tokens, i.e. a node may write
data into a slot only if it owns the corresponding token.  Slot control protocols can
guarantee the slot access to be conflict free.

   In the simulation study undertaken for DTM access node, we have so far evaluated
permanent  slot token management, central slot token management and distributed slot
token management.

3.1 Permanent Slots Management

   The permanent slots management has all the data slots distributed to all nodes on the
fiber bus.  However, all nodes keep their own data slots all the time.  This scheme works
as follows:

1.  Initially, all data slots will be distributed equally to all nodes on the fiber bus.
2.  When user demands to establish a channel, a portion of data slots which belong to this
     node will be granted according to the demand bandwidth.  However, if the demand
     bandwidth exceeds the bandwidth allocated to this node, the request will simply be
     rejected and the packet will be considered lost.
3.  All the data slots belong to the original owned node throughout all the operating time.

3.2 Central Slots Management

   The central  scheme allows a single slot controller to manage all free slots on a fiber.
The scheme works as follows:

1.  Initially, there is no data slot available to each node, all slots are kept in a central slot
pool.

2.  When a user demands to setup a channel, the node has to send a request to the slot
manager.  After receiving the request,  the slot manager will allocate the slots
according to the bandwidth requirement.  For instance, if a user request a channel
with a capacity of 20 Mbps, the slots manager will allocate the slots according to the
ratio of (20Mbit/s)/(Bus Speed) times the total number of data slots in a frame.  If
there are enough data slots available, the slot manager will issue the slots and
establish the channel and the channel setup procedure takes the time of two frames for
signaling, i.e. 250�s.  Otherwise, the request will be rejected and the node will
reschedule the request and it will still take two frame times to detect that there are not
enough slots for this request.

3.  After the tokens are granted, the user will hold the tokens throughout the
communication duration.

4.  When the user issues a request to disconnect the channel, the slots are returned to
central pool.  It also takes two frame times to complete this procedure.
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3.3 Distributed Slots Management

   The distributed slots management distributes all the data slots to all nodes equally on
the fiber bus.  Unlike fixed slots management, all the data slots can be transferred to other
nodes upon requests.

1.  Initially, all data slots will be distributed equally to all nodes on the fiber bus.
2.  When a user requires to establish a channel, its node will first check if there are
     enough slots for this request.  If there are enough slots for this request, the channel
     will be established as the sender sends out a request for establishing a channel, this
     will only takes 125�s.  Otherwise, this node will send out a request to other nodes to
     acquire more slots.  If there are enough slots for this request from other nodes, the
     channel will be established.  However, there will be a 375 �s channel setup delay,
     since it will take three frames to complete this slots transferring procedure and
     the slots which are not used for this request will be returned to the originated nodes.
3.  If there still are not enough slots after acquiring additional slots from other nodes, the
     request will be rejected.  All slots acquired from other nodes will be returned to their
     originated node.  This procedure also takes three frame times.
4.  After the channels are granted, the users will hold the channels throughout the
      connection duration.

4. Simulation Models & Results

   The system structure we simulated is a multiplixer  structure using the DTM protocol as
the medium access control protocol.  The structure is called DTM access node (DAN).
Several different configurations have been simulated and are described in this report.  The
configurations will be presented in the following sections.

4.1.1 Finite Population Model

   The first system configuration we simulated is shown in Figure 2.  Each transmission
starts with the arrival of a new request of transmission.  The node controller tries to
allocate resources for the transfer, transmits the packet and finally releases the channel.
The senders are all the nodes connected to the DTM bus.  It is assumed that an IP/DTM
interface node is to be used to connect the DTM to a Wide Area Networks (WANs).  We
consider the IP/DTM interface node as the only receiver (sink) on the bus.

  The first simulation investigates the effect of signaling capacity and slot allocation
overhead on utilization, channel set-up delay, and blocking based on a finite population
model. We simulate a topology with the following characteristics:

�� Packet size: Fixed packet size of 16 K bytes, the maximum packet size of IP
diagrams.
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                                                 .

                                                N
                                                                                                                                             IP/DTM

                                                                                                     Slot
                                                                                                                        generator

Figure 2 Simulation Model

�� Request capacity: For all the simulations in this report, the requested capacity is
fixed during every simulation cycle (1000 seconds in real time).  The requested
capacities for nodes can be any multiple of  1.536 Mbps, 2*1.536 Mbps,
4*1.536Mbps … up to 24*1.536Mbps.

�� Channel holding time is the time to transmit an IP packet.  As soon as the packet has
been transmitted, the channel will be released.

�� Minimum acceptable capacity: A node blocks a request if it cannot allocate the
required number of slots.

�� Source address: The source address is simply the node number.
�� Destination address: The destination address are set to the address of IP/DTM

interface node in this simulation.
�� Packet arrival process: A finite population arrival process is used throughout the

simulation.
�� A dual bus network with N=32 nodes are simulated.
�� The capacity of each fiber bus is 622Mbps.
�� The slot allocation setup time depends on the slot allocation schemes which are used

during the simulation.
�� Central slot management scheme, permanent slot allocation scheme and distributed

slot allocation scheme are used in the simulation.
�� An idle node will make an attempt to transmit a packet after an exponential

distributed time.
�� It is assumed that the IP/DTM interface has enough buffer space in it for all the

DTM traffic.  Thus, there is no packet loss at the IP/DTM interface.
�� It is assumed that the duty cycle, i.e. utilization of a node is 50%.

4.1.2 Simulation Results & Analysis
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   Figures 3,4, and 5 illustrate the results for permanent slot allocation.  As indicated in
the previous section.  32 users are attached to this DAN.  We can see that the throughput
will drop to zero since all requests are rejected as the user required bandwidth exceeds the
allocated bandwidth of each node.  The blocking probability becomes 1 and the setup
delay increases dramatically at the same point.

   Figures 6,7, and 8 show the simulation results for centralized slot allocation.  Figure 6
shows that throughput increases slowly under high load.  The result is due to the fact that
bus capacity is no longer fulfill users’ requirements and packets began to lose as indicated
in figure 7.
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Fig. 3 Throughput for Permanent  Slot Allocation
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Figure 4 Blocking Probability for Permanent Slot Allocation
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Figure 5 Channel Establishment Delay for Permanent Slot Allocation
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Figure 6 Throughput for Centralized Slot Allocation

   Results of blocking probability (Pb) are shown in figure 7.  The blocking probability is
defined as:

Number of Blocked Packets
                          Pb =

Number of total packets attempted

   We note that for low loading the Pb is almost zero and it is only when the loading
approaches the bus capacity that the Pb becomes significant.
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Figure 7 Blocking probability for Centralized Slot Allocation
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Figure 8 Channel Setup Delay for Centralized Slot Allocation
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   In figure 8 we show the results of channel establishment delay for each packet.  The
channel establishment delay is the major portion of the latency in a DTM access Node.  A
comparison between figure 7 and figure 8 Indicates that the larger the blocking the longer
the access delay.

   Figures 9,10 and 11 show the results of the simulation using distributed slot allocation.
From the figures, we found that the throughput, and blocking probability are similar to
the results by using centralized slot allocation scheme.  However, channel setup delay
seems to be higher than centralized slot allocation scheme after the users request channel
capacity larger than 16 x 1.536Mbps.  This is because the effect of fragmentation in
distributed slot allocation scheme and this will not occur in centralized slot allocation
scheme since the central slot pool will eliminate this problem by putting all slots together.
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Figure 9 Throughput for Distributed Slot Allocation
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Figure 10 Blocking Probability for Distributed Slot Allocation
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   Figure 12 shows the channel setup delay for both centralized and distributed slot
allocation schemes.

   The results presented above are for the finite population model.  In order to study the
performance of the DAN under bursty traffic, we will introduce the Markov Modulated
Poisson Process (MMPP) traffic model in the next section.
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Figure 12 Channel Setup Delay for Centralized and Distributed Slot Allocation

4.2.1 Bursty Traffic Model

   In order to understand the network behavior under bursty traffic.  We introduce the
Markov Modulated Poisson Process (MMPP) to our simulation study of DTM access
node.  A single dual bus network with N=32 nodes is simulated. The system we simulated
is same as shown in Figure 2.  Each transmission starts with the arrival of a request of
transmission.  The node controller allocate resources for the transfer, transmits the packet
and finally releases the channel. The senders are all the nodes connected to the DTM bus.
It is assumed that an IP/DTM interface node is to be used to connect the DTM to a Wide
Area Networks (WANs).   

The simulations investigate the effect of signaling capacity and slot allocation overhead
on utilization, channel set-up delay, and blocking. We simulate a topology with the
following characteristics:

�� Packet size: The packet sizes are fixed to 16Kbytes.
�� Request capacity: It is assumed that each nodes can have two different packets

arrival rates according to the following MMPP model shown in figure 13:  each node
has two states, one with arrival rate �1, another with arrival rate �2.  The transition
rate from state 1 to state 2 is �12, from state 2 to state 1 is �21. While arrival in state
1, the data rate will be �1, while arrival in state 2, the data rate will become �2.

�                                                                     �12

�                                                 �1                                        �2

�

�        �21

� Figure 13 MMPP Model

�
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�� Minimum acceptable capacity: A node blocks a request if it cannot allocate this
number of slots.

�� Source address: The source address is simply the node number.
�� Destination address: The destination address are set to the address of IP interface

node in this simulation.
�� Packet arrival process: A finite population process is used throughout this

simulation.
�� Channel holding time is the time to transmit an IP packet.  As soon as the packet has

been transmitted, the channel will be released.
�� The capacity of each fiber bus is 622Mbps.
�� Distributed slot allocation scheme are used in the simulation.
�� An idle node will attempt to transmit packet after a certain time according to the

MMPP model.
�� It is assumed that the IP/DTM interface has enough buffer space in it for all the

DTM traffic.  Therefore, no packet loss occurs at the IP/DTM interface node.
�� The parameters of the MMPP model in the simulation are computed according to a

fixed user duty cycle at 50% and the Ca
2  are equal to 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 and 3.0.

4.2.2 Simulation Results & Analysis

   We present the results in figure 14 and 15.  Instead of using Data Rate Per User as the
X-asix, we use offered load on the DAN bus as the X-axis such that we can have a better
idea of the DAN performance under higher load traffic.
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Figure 14 Blocking Probability for different burstiness

Where Ca
2  is obtained by the following equation:

C
E t

E ta
2

2

2 1= −
( )

( )
It represents the burstiness of the traffic model.  E(t) is the average value of the idle
period at each node and E(t 2 ) is the second moment of the idle period at each node.
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Figure 15 Channel Setup Delay for different burstiness
 The results show that blocking probability is higher for bursty traffic.  The higher the
burstiness, the higher the blocking probability.  Figure 15 shows that the channel setup
delay is larger for bursty traffic.   This is because the bursty traffic suffers from the effect
of fragmentation problem introduced by the distributed slot allocation scheme.

4.3.1 Multiple Destinations, Multiple Sessions Model

   So far, we have only simulated the system of one destination and single session
connection in the previous two model.  In order to better understand more performance
behaviors of the DTM access node, we want to introduce a system with multiple
destinations and multiple sessions with different data rates for each user connected to the
access node.  The system configuration of this model is shown in figure 16

Assumptions:
�� Channel holding time is the time to transmit a fixed number of packets or a uniform

distributed number of packets.  The packet size is set to a constant of 16Kbytes.  The
idle time of a node is exponential distributed.

                                                           Slots
                                                          generator
                                                                                                                            IP/DTM
                                         1

                                         2

                                         3
                                         .
                                         .
                                         8

                                                                                                                            IP/DTM
                                                                                                     Slot   
                                                                                                     generator

Figure 16 Simulation Model
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�� Every user can have three sessions on one bus simultaneously. This is a dual bus
configuration.  Two destination nodes are located at the end of the dual bus.

� Each session has different constant data rate.  Class 1 is the session with the lowest
data rate R, class 2 with data rate 2R and class 3 with 4R.  R is a multiple of
512Kbit/sec.  The data rate will be changed during each simulation cycle.  There are
total 8 users connected to the access node.

� 30,0000 sessions are simulated for each simulation cycle.
� During each session, it is assumed that all packets are transmitted back-to-back.
� A centralized slot allocation scheme is used throughout the simulation.
�� To setup a channel, if there are free slots available for the channel upon the arrival of

the request, the setup time will be 250 microsecond.
�� It is assumed that the IP/DTM interface has enough buffer space in it for all the DTM

traffic.  Therefore, no packet loss occurs at the IP/DTM interface node.
�� It is assumed that this is a completely shared system.

4.3.2 Simulation Results & Analysis

   Previously, we are assuming that the channel holding time is only the duration of
transmitting a single packet.  Also, there is only one session exists for each user while
transmitting packets and there is only one sink on attached to the DAN.  The following
results which we are going to show  are assuming two sinks, multiple session for each
user and the holding time is either a constant of the time to transmit 50 packets or a
uniform distribution between 1 packets and 100 packets.  Although we are more
interesting in the DAN performance under distributed slot allocation scheme, we
simulated centralized slot allocation scheme for analytical reason.

   Figures  17, 18 and 19 show the results of the multi-session, two sinks and uniform
distributed holding time.  Because of the similarity of the results, we did not show the
results of constant holding time.  Because of the similarity of the results on the dual bus,
we only show the results on one of the bus.  Note that class 1 is the session will lowest
bandwidth requirement and class 3 is the one with highest bandwidth requirement among
these three classes.
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Figure 17 Throughput for Multi-Session Model
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Figure 18 Blocking Probability for Multi-Session Model

Figure 17 indicates that the throughput for high bandwidth requirement decreasing
dramatically under higher load condition as we expected.  While comparing with the
results shown in figure 18, we see that most of the high bandwidth requirement were
blocked.  Therefore, the throughput decreasing.  Figure 18 also indicates that we can
expect long channel establishment delay and this match the results shown in figure 19.
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Figure 19 Channel Establishment Delay

4.4.1 Multiple Destinations with One on The Middle of The Dual bus,
  Multiple Sessions Model

   Since previous simulations are all assumed that the IP/DTM interface nodes are located
on the very end of the dual bus.  Therefore, we would like to change the location of the
IP/DTM interface node and see how this change will affect the performance of this DTM
access node.  The configuration is illustrated in figure 20.

   The assumptions of this simulation model remain the same as the assumptions in
section 4.3.
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Figure 20 Simulation Model

4.4.2 Simulation Results and Analysis

    Now we would like to change the location of  one of the IP/DTM interface nodes to the
middle.  By doing this, we tend to increase the load on one of the buses (bus 1 in this
case).  The results are shown in figure 21, 22, and 23.

   Figure 21 shows that  the throughput of class 3 on bus 1 decreases rapidly under high
load since that most of the class 3 requests on bus 1 were blocked under high load as in
figure 22.  We did not show the blocking probability for each on bus 2 here since the
probabilities are all zero due to there are only four users share the total bandwidth of bus
2.  However, the blocking probability on bus 1 for each class is higher than the previous
model (both IP/DTM interface located on the very end of each bus) since bus 1 is higher
loaded.  Therefore, we can expect that it will take a long time for class 3 to transmit on
bus 1 under high load as shown in figure 23.

 Additionally, we would like to discuss about the accuracy of the simulation results.  In
the presentation above, we have not in any of diagram included confidence intervals for
any of the simulation result.  The reason for this is that we have been successful in
achieving very high confidence intervals.  As an example, the 96% confidence interval
for the carried load was for one simulation run 476.46 � 0.25 Mbps!
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Figure 21 Throughput on Bus 1 and Bus 2
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Figure 22 Blocking Probability on Bus 1
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Figure 23 Channel Establish Delay for Each Class on Bus 1

5. Conclusion

   The simulation results indicate that a permanent slot allocation scheme seems to be
suitable only for users that require small bandwidth.  The scheme lacks flexibility but
requires no channel setup time.  For small networks where users require small bandwidth
connection, permanent slot allocation scheme may be a viable candidate.

   As can be seen from the simulation results the centralized slot management scheme has
several benefits.  Clients may be simple as they only contain state information related to
their own open channels.  The slot server may also implement other policy related
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functions such as admission control and fairness.  The fragmentation of the free token
pool in the server is normally very modest, resulting in a minimum connection
establishment overhead per channel.

   However, there are also drawbacks.  A user that frequently establishes and disconnects
channels may introduce excessive signaling by always returning tokens after use, but then
requesting them again within a short time period.  The processing capacity of the server
may be overloaded if there are many nodes on the bus or if the average packet size is
fairly small.  Secondly, there might be users with extremely large bandwidth demands
being blocked for a very long time if no other admission control scheme is applied.  This
could be unfair to the user and be fatal to real time application.  Finally, since all nodes
depend on a server to create channels, a server node failure may affect all the nodes.

   To implement distributed slot allocation scheme, the clients must be more complex
since they have to contain free slots information, and perform slots transferring and
admission control.  This scheme reduces the risk of server failure which can affect the
normal operation of the network.  Since slots are distributed to all the nodes, we could
reduce the bursty traffic problem mentioned above in centralized slot allocation scheme.
However, the fragmentation problem of the free slots maybe very server due to slots are
distributed to all the nodes and this problem will introduce more delay for a large
bandwidth request.  A large channel setup delay could be fatal for time sensitive traffic
flows.  However, distributed slot allocation scheme has become our major study interests
since this scheme using the same signaling method as fast circuit switch if there is no slot
transferring between nodes.  However, the fast circuit switch scheme may cause data loss
due to the fact that channels may not be established all the way to the receiver.

   In this report, a detail DTM description including the support of IP traffic has been
presented.  We especially investigated resource and channel management.   As we can
see, the channel holding policies affect the performance of this DAN structure.  If the
channels are held for a whole session, it may a waste of resources, especially for bursty
traffic.  However, this scheme provides guaranteed quality of service throughout the
whole session.   If the channels are established per packet in a session, it may provide a
better resource utilization, but a channel request can be block during the session, which
will introduce additional channel set up delay.  It also has been shown that channel
establishment delay determines much of the efficiency of a DAN multiplexer.

6. Future work

   There are still many issues need to be investigated in the future.  First of all, the traffic
model still has many other options, since we only considered the finite population, and
MMPP traffic model in this simulation.  We will introduce some other models such as
changing the idle time distribution, session length distribution or the configuration of the
DAN structure.  Secondly, the slot management schemes can have many other
parameters.  The allocation algorithm of this scheme will certainly affect the network
behaviors.  These different approaches will certainly affect the network behaviors.
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However, we should take these into account in order to obtain more generalized analysis
of the DAN structure.
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